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How to Create a Winning Digital

Marketing Strategy in Asia for Startups

and Small Businesses

Providing insights, tips and recommendations on how to

approach digital marketing strategy across the APAC region.

There are many di�erent elements to consider when launching a new business online or launching a

new digital marketing strategy for your existing business in Asia.

This guide will help you break down the di�erent elements you may need to consider as part of your

digital marketing strategy in order to grow your business online.

In each chapter we will outline some key things to know about di�erent digital marketing channels and

you can access each chapter though our menu at the bottom of this page.

The insights in this guide are aimed to be most useful for SME businesses or startups looking to launch

their digital marketing strategy for the �rst time or maybe launching their business for the �rst time

online.

Initial Market and Target Location Review

The �rst thing you should do before starting to implement your digital marketing strategy is to de�ne

what your primary target market locations are because if you are targeting speci�c and multiple

countries in Asia then you may need to prioritise di�erent channels and marketing platforms in di�erent

countries.

Chapter 1

For example, in Indonesia Instagram should be prioritised over Facebook for B2C targeting and also

over LinkedIn for B2B targeting.

The map below will help you to de�ne what platforms you should look to prioritise depending on what

countries in Asia you are looking to target.



De�ning your B2B and/or B2C Audience 

As well as de�ning your target countries, you should also de�ne which platforms are most relevant to

your business model on a B2C and/or B2B level in your target countries.

Do Your Research Before Implementing Your Strategy

It’s important you do your research regarding the usage of key marketing platforms in each country one

very useful report that provides the insights you need to help prioritize channels and countries is the

annual  that has been compiled by WeAreSocial and Hootsuite over the

past few years.

Digital Global Overview Report

Another useful tool to use is  where you can compare key digital marketing

factors such as search engine share, social media platform share and mobile device share by country.

http://gs.statcounter.com/

To �nd out more about how to approach di�erent digital marketing channels in Asia, check out the

following chapters of this guide.

https://www.slideshare.net/DataReportal/digital-2021-global-overview-report-january-2021-v03
http://gs.statcounter.com/


Chapter 2

In this chapter we will provide insights on how you should set up and structure your website from a

technical and content language perspective to give you the best foundation in order get the most out of

one of your core business assets online, that is your website.

Technical Website Considerations

Domain Structure Selection

Selecting a domain structure that will allow you to implement best practices that align with your

medium and long term strategy is very important and only implementing a structure that is focused on

your short term focus can result in more changes in the future that may require more resources and

incur more cost.

If your long term goal is to have multiple languages or a business model targeting multiple regions in

one language then ensuring your website is on a .com domain should be a priority consideration. For

startups and small businesses, this is a setup that can be much more time and cost e�cient due to

having to manage only one website for your business.

With a .com website you have the �exibility to have subfolders that can be segmented by region (e.g.

.com/hk), by language (e.g. .com/zh), or by language + region (e.g. .com/zh-hant-hk). This enables your

website to be set up to target di�erent customers in di�erent languages and di�erent regions much

more easily.

For   who require this type of setup, we typically develop the

website on  and integrate the  that allows us to con�gure multiple languages

and country sections through di�erent subfolders in a very e�cient way.

the websites we create for customers

WordPress WPML add-on

The next best way to structure your website assets to e�ectively target di�erent countries and

languages is to have di�erent country code domains e.g. .com.hk, .co.id, .com.sg etc. One of the main

bene�ts if using this structure is that you can host each country speci�c domain in that country. However

this is not a critical requirement for performance metrics such as high page load speeds or SEO

bene�ts in most instances (except China). Using this structure usually requires more technical resources

to maintain multiple website infrastructures. This process can also be made more e�cient by managing

multiple websites on one Content Management System area (such as WP Multisite).  

Having the right website design and

setup for a Digital Marketing Strategy

in Asia

It’s important you plan your digital marketing strategy for Asia for the medium and long term with some

of the considerations we outlined in chapter 1 of this guide. As part of this mantra, implementing the right

website structure that is aligned with your strategy plan is vital.

https://taksu.digital/web-design-portfolio
https://www.taksudigital.com/services/web-design/wordpress-design
https://wpml.org/?aid=299455&affiliate_key=xZANmFymPBu8


Hosting Considerations

The key setup for hosting your website to target most countries in Asia is to host your website

somewhere in Asia (rather than the USA or Europe for example). In terms of Asian countries to host in,

this depends on how many countries you plan to market to. For example if you plan to target the

Indonesian market for the short and medium term then hosting in Indonesia may make more sense.

If you plan to target multiple countries in Asia then we would recommend hosting in Singapore as it is

very stable and has many reliable web hosting companies that have data centres in Singapore. For

many of our own projects we recommend  who host in Singapore for their main Asia location

and have very good support and customer service, as well as having reliable uptime.

Fastcomet

https://affiliate.fastcomet.com/scripts/2wc9ym?a_aid=5f1a40aa72742


The number 1 recommendation we suggest when setting up your website is to make sure you set it up

on an agile content management system that allows you to edit your website quickly and easily so that

you can do things such as add new pages and edit content easily.

We would also recommend avoiding certain website platforms that make it “too easy” to set up your

website and charge you a monthly fee to run your website on their platform. These are platforms such

as Wix and Squarespace that do not provide all the features you may need to produce a best practice

multi-regional focused website. For example Wix does not allow you to create di�erent subfolders for

di�erent countries and you can only host the website on their web servers.

If you are using a speci�c website platform that ful�ls your eCommerce requirements then you should

make sure you research the capabilities of any platform you decide to choose. We often see that many

startups look to go with a platform like Shopify, however, this eCommerce platform can sometimes be

restrictive when it comes to multi-regional targeting and SEO best practice con�guration.

WooCommerce can be more adaptable for multi-region targeting due to it operating on the WordPress

platform. If you have a higher budget and want to implement a more enterprise level platform then

considering something like Magento may also be another option to look at.

Setting up a website to target China

We recommend having separate websites targeting Mainland China versus other regions in Asia,

including Hong Kong (SAR). This is because of the following reasons:

1. Hosting in certain locations can make a website load very slowly for users in China, therefore hosting in

China or Hong Kong is recommended

2. Hosting in certain locations can mean that Baidu cannot index your website correctly

3. Baidu requires a different SEO strategy to a Google SEO strategy, so having a separate website means you

can optimise it speci�cally for Baidu and other Chinese search engines

4. Having a speci�c .com.cn or .cn website can provide a more localised appearance for user in China that may

help develop more trust and af�nity with your products and services

Website Platform and Content Management System



Most international businesses can own a .com.cn or .cn domain and purchase from popular international

domain registrars such as . In order to acquire this type of domain you will need to submit

your business registration licence as part of the purchase, which will typically take around 48 hours to

complete.

GoDaddy

Another key point to note is that setting up your website to target China versus Hong Kong are two very

di�erent things. As Hong Kong has a very di�erent ecosystem when it comes to search and social

media platforms used by people in the Special Administrative Region. It is also outside the Mainland

Chinese �rewall, which means less speci�c technical con�guration is required.

Content and Language Considerations

As part of launching your new website or expanding your website to new territories and languages, you

need to put a content strategy in place to ensure your website is localised for the countries you are

looking to drive business from.

If you have a website in di�erent languages and also targeting di�erent countries you will also need to

think about how you position your regular content marketing focused content. For example, you may

need to write any guides, articles and blogs you create in di�erent languages and possibly write

di�erent content themes for di�erent countries. You may also only provide certain products and services

in certain target regions and so this will also require a more varied content strategy on your website.

Understanding the hosting and local Chinese domain ownership requirements is important when setting

up a speci�c website asset to target the Chinese market. Hosting your Chinese targeted website in

China can provide bene�ts such as faster page load speeds to Chinese web users but if you do not

have a Chinese business entity you will not be able to obtain the ICP license that is required to host your

website within China. If you are unable to do this then we recommend hosting in Hong Kong with

Alibaba Cloud who o�er an e�ective cross border hosting solution

If you are positioning your website to target multiple countries in one language then you may be able to

have content writers in your team from one country but they need to understand the cultural nuances

and key trends for each country content is being provided for otherwise the content may not be relevant

enough to your website users in certain countries.

If your website requires content in multiple languages then it’s imperative that you have writers who are

native language speakers and ideally native to the country being targeted, otherwise the writing style,

tone and grammar may not be exactly on point and this could alienate users from certain target

countries.

https://hk.godaddy.com/en/help/about-cn-domains-5824
https://www.alibabacloud.com/chinaconnect/china-hosting


Other key website content elements that will need to be optimised are things such as forms and pop-

ups. As well as con�guring these elements in di�erent languages you may also need to adapt the

information, style and tone for each target region as well.



Google Analytics is usually the   software of choice for many startups and small

businesses and if this is the case then you should make sure you have relevant goals set up from day 1

of your website being live.

web analytics

Key goals we recommend tracking on your website (if the feature is present) are:

Contact form enquiry completions

Clicks via a call button on phone number link

Clicks on a live chat or instant messaging feature

Completion of a newsletter list addition form

Completion for a form to download speci�c content such as a pdf �le

Measuring speci�c events such as video views on your website

Ensuring you have the right web

analytics tracking in place in to

measure conversions and revenue

For many of the digital marketing projects we undertake, it’s often surprising that there is no tracking set

up to measure conversions or the tracking is not 100% adequate.

Including Relevant Goals in your Web Analytics

Chapter 3

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/analytics


Setting Up eCommerce Tracking (if required)

If you have an eCommerce website then setting up your web analytics to track transactions and

revenue is vital.

Most eCommerce platforms will have documentation to help you set up eCommerce tracking for

Google Analytics. Some platforms also have free and paid add-ons that can be used to help you

con�gure eCommerce tracking in Google Analytics. So, whichever eCommerce platform your website

uses, make sure you search for any potential documentation and extensions to help con�guration easier.

Having ROI Reporting & Measurement Processes

With the correct tracking in place, it’s important to have a reporting mechanism in place to

measure ROI e�ectively. Many businesses often just focus on how much tra�c is coming to the website

or just how many conversions they are getting via their website on a monthly basis. Ensuring you list

your marketing costs against either revenue generated or estimated value per enquiry is important.

An ROI reporting process can be very simple and be mapped out on a spreadsheet. One way to set up

this kind of process is to combine your ROI related data such as campaign spend on a Google Sheet

with conversion data tracked in Google Analytics and combine them via a Google Data Studio report.

Google Data Studio Resource for Connecting Google Sheets

Google Data Studio Resource for Connecting Google Analytics

Google Data Studio has  that makes it easy to set up dashboards containing links

to certain data sources.

a number of templates

Analytics Considerations for China Marketing Strategies

If you are running marketing campaigns in China then you may also consider implementing 

  in order to track visitors and user engagement more accurately coming from China and

through speci�c marketing channels in China.

Baidu

Analytics

The Baidu Analytics platform is currently only available in Simpli�ed Chinese, which can make it harder

to con�gure and also use the reports to analyse if you do not read Chinese.

https://support.google.com/datastudio/answer/6370353
https://support.google.com/datastudio/answer/6370352
https://datastudio.google.com/gallery
https://tongji.baidu.com/web/welcome/login


Dashboard Reporting

Setting up dashboard reporting can help to provide summary performance data for people at the C-

Level in your business and also reduce the need for more manual time consuming reporting.

Google Data Studio

Google Data Studio provides a free way to set up dashboards that enables you to integrate data from

Google Analytics, Google Search Console, Google Ads and Google Sheets, however other paid third-

party connectors are required if you wish to feed in data from other marketing channels such as

Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.



Databox

Another low-cost alternative to Google Data Studio that allows you to feed data in from non-Google

marketing platforms is . This enables you to create up to 3 dashboards linked to 3 di�erent data

sources for free, so you can create dashboards that provide insights from platforms such as Facebook

Ads and Linkedin Ads, as well as many other marketing platforms and tools.

Databox

Integrating Marketing Campaigns in a CRM System

If your business model involves driving enquiries through your website then it’s important to not only

measure the amount of enquiries driven but also measuring the quality of the enquiries coming through

the website. This can be done by ensuring the enquiry data is tracked from a marketing source into a

CRM system where each lead can be tracked through the sales pipeline.

Many CRM systems allow you to integrate campaigns from marketing platforms such as Google Ads,

Facebook Ads and LinkedIn Ads in order for you to analyse the quality of lead coming from each

marketing platform you allocate budget to. So when researching and selecting a CRM system to use as

part of your inbound marketing strategy, make sure you identify what marketing platforms can be

integrated into the CRM system easily.

https://databox.com/


Analysing Usability Shouldn’t be Overlooked

Driving as much tra�c as possible should not be your main objective. Driving the most relevant tra�c,

which converts at the best rate possible should be the key focus.

There are some easy options to help you analyse usability and also help increase the conversion rate

on your website.   is one software solution that is easy to set up on your website which helps you

to analyse user behaviour by viewing user videos and also review heatmaps of certain landing pages

on your website. This can be done for free or relatively low cost depending on the size of the visitor

sample you wish to analyse and how many pages you want to review heatmaps for.

HotJar

  is also another tool to consider using, particularly if you are running paid marketing

campaigns and able to drive a level of tra�c that can provide statistically signi�cant data. This tool is

free and can help you A/B test landing pages or make small adjustments to your landing pages via

multivariate testing.

Google Optimize

These tools can help you to increase the conversion rates of your already existing levels of tra�c, which

may be easier to do than driving more visitors to your website.

We have included more insights on what usability tools can help optimise conversion rate in chapter 6

of this guide.

https://www.hotjar.com/
https://optimize.withgoogle.com/


What Paid Advertising Channels to Use

in Asia to Grow Your Business

Identifying your priority regions and the channels most suitable to B2B and B2C business models, as

recommended in Chapter 1, is critical to deciding what where you should run ad campaigns, on what

channels and how much ad budget you should use.

In this chapter, we will review the most prominent channels that could be potential options for your

business split by B2C and B2B focuses. In this chapter,  We will also include a separate section for China

due to it having di�erent advertising platform options compared to the rest of Asia.

B2C Paid Marketing Channel Options

Google Ads for B2C

If your products and/or services have public awareness then it’s likely that people will search for them

via a search engine and in the majority of Asia, most people use Google as their search engine of

choice.

Chapter 4



User behaviour related to Google Ads

Often people who select Ad search results on Google tend to be more conversion focused during their

current search journey purchase and therefore the conversion rates can often be better than from

organic search results selected.

Extensively De�ned Keyword Strategy

With Google Ads, it’s important that you have a thorough target keyword strategy based on keyword

research that has assessed search volume across all your target product and service keyword groups

and across all the target countries you are looking to grow your business in.

If you are running multi-region and multilingual campaigns across Asia, you also want to ensure you

identify the most popular target search queries, knowing what monthly search volumes are present in

each country and language.

Google Ads, Ad Types

Also with , you will want to decide which of the Google Ads features you believe will work

best for your business model, some of the features to consider are:

Google Ads

Standard Google Ad search results (which also have other features such as click to call ads, and

other ad extensions)

Google Shopping Results (if you have eCommerce products to promote)

Google Display Ads (if you wish to gain brand awareness or retarget previous visitors)

Google Local Ads (which can be served across Google Maps, YouTube, the Google Display Network,

and standard Google Search)

Google Video Ads on YouTube

App Ads with the Google Play Store, Google Search and on YouTube

More details on Google Ads ad types can be found via their Google Ads Help section

Google Ads has also started to introduce new types of campaigns you can create within the Google Ads

platform that use multiple ad types within one campaigns. The latest campaign type of this nature in the

Performance Max campaign type you can use, which uses less manual expertise and con�guration and

more AI led con�guration and targeting from Google itself. Google Smart campaigns are another

example of AI led type campaigns that Google Ads is now o�ering.

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/paid-marketing/ppc
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/2567043?hl=en#zippy=%2Ctypes-of-app-campaigns


It’s important to understand the types of ads Google provides so you can choose the best ad types that

are most relevant to your business to give the best chance to reach your target audience and maximise

your potential conversion rate.

Google Ads has also started to introduce new types of campaigns you can create within the Google Ads

platform that use multiple ad types within one campaigns. The latest campaign type of this nature is the

Performance Max campaign type you can use, which uses less manual expertise and con�guration and

more AI led con�guration and targeting from Google itself. Google Smart campaigns are another

example of AI led type campaigns that Google Ads is now o�ering.

Google Ads Spend Requirements in Asia

In terms of the ad budget required for Google Ads, this very much depends on how many products and

services you are looking to promote and also how many countries you are looking to serve your ads in.

A minimum monthly budget of around 500 USD targeting one country could be used for a Google

Shopping campaign, or perhaps a Google Display campaign.

For a Google Search campaign you are likely to need a minimum monthly ad spend of 750 USD for one

target country depending on how competitive the industry search terms are. Depending on what budget

you allocate per country should depend on factors such as:

The population of each target country

The level of internet adoption in the industry your business is in

The level or the demand for the product/service you o�er in the countries you target.

How many languages are commonly used in each target country

Ensuring ROI Driven Focus

The important objective for any campaign is to ensure you measure target ROI focused metrics such as

cost per acquisition, target conversions and/or target average order value.



Countries Using Facebook the Most in Asia

Facebook is used widely in countries and regions such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia Taiwan,

Vietnam and the Philippines.

Facebook Ad Types

 o�ers many di�erent ad types and is typically seen as the �rst go-to platform if you wish

to promote a service or product to a speci�c target audience who may also not be aware that such a

service or product exists and so may not �nd it via a search engine.

Facebook Ads

As most social media ads you will want to determine the main objectives for your ads which

typically tend be focused on:

Generating leads

Generating engagement on Facebook with your company page

Generating brand awareness

Di�erent ad types will be weighting more towards certain promotion objectives.

We �nd that the majority of businesses we work with tend to want to use image focused ads in their

campaigns. This can sometimes restrict ad performance, as using ad types like Stories and particularly

Video ads can perform well. Often companies don’t always have the ability to produce video content

and so this is a challenge that should be addressed either in-house or with the support of an external

party.

More details can be found on di�erent Facebook Ad Types via the Facebook for Business section

Facebook Ads for B2C

Currently, Facebook is the biggest social media platform across the world and this is certainly the case

in most countries in Asia with the exception of China.

The average age of Facebook users is increasing, which often means the disposable income of it’s users

is also increasing.

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/social-media/facebook-ads-creation-management
https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/ad-formats


Audience Targeting Using Facebook Ads

Facebook provides businesses with a powerful way of targeting speci�c audiences that are most likely

to be most relevant to their products and services.

Facebook splits their audience targeting options into 3 main types:

Core Audiences

Custom Audiences

Lookalike Audiences

Core Audiences are used via the standard targeting options that Facebook has in it’s Ad manager

platform. You can target speci�c ranges within attributes such as location, age, gender, interests,

behaviour and connections. You can also target by more speci�c demographics such as job title and

education but in our experience Facebook does not include a large target sample for some attributes in

these areas compared to other platforms, such as LinkedIn.

Something that is becoming more of a key factor for Facebook audience targeting in Asian countries is

the di�erent mobile device types that are commonly used. This is because it is now much harder to

target your chosen audience demographic through the normal Facebook targeting features in the

Facebook Ad Manager for people with iOS devices. This is due to the way the iOS 14 operating system

. So now less data is being tracked within the Facebook app

on iOS making it harder to send ads to the relevant audience demographics.

now asks permission to track data in apps

There are some solutions to help improve audience targeting for your Facebook Ads in light of the

permissions tracking changes, these are:

1. Create custom audiences using your own �rst party data, such as email addresses from your CRM system.

2. Con�gure the  on your website and / or app.Facebook conversion API

When running Facebook Ads campaigns in Asia, it’s important to identify whether the country or

countries you are targeting have a large percentage share of iOS (iPhone) users because this could

result in Facebook not being able to target your chosen audience as e�ectively. For example Hong

Kong has a large percentage of iPhone users on iOS, whereas Indonesia has a larger % share of Android

phone users across di�erent phone brands. A useful tool to analyse the mobile phone device split by

country is https://gs.statcounter.com/vendor-market-share/mobile

https://developer.apple.com/app-store/user-privacy-and-data-use/
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/2041148702652965?id=818859032317965


Whilst   runs through the same management platform as Facebook (the Facebook

Business Manager), the ad creative strategy required can be di�erent. Also there are speci�c countries

in Asia where Instagram Ads will need to be prioritised over Facebook Ads.

Instagram Ads

Indonesia is one country in Asia where this approach is required as Instagram is very much the primary

online medium of content consumption and communication (along with WhatsApp). Businesses in

Indonesia will often have more up to date information on Instagram than they will on their website.

O�cial government online announcements are often put through Instagram, which highlights the

primary usage of the platform in the country.

When targeting speci�c countries in Asia it’s important to research the user base totals between

Instagram and Facebook, so your business can prioritise each platform accordingly. Indonesia uses

Instagram as the main go to social platform, whereas Instagram is less popular in somewhere like Hong

Kong and is used more by expats and markets focusing on lifestyle, as well as being more female

orientated.

When running Instagram Ads you may want to consider using a more creative approach than if you are

just running Facebook Ads, this is because content types such as stories are more widely viewed on

Instagram and users often engage more with more creative ads on Instagram. So you may want to have

more creative resources available if you believe Instagram needs to be one of your primary social

media platforms to run Ads on.

Video content is very important for Instagram ads to run on both story and post ads. Having excellent

branding positioning is also important from messaging to colour schemes. Instagram Ads can also

provide you with an excellent opportunity to promote your brand and also you can also run shopping

ads and have people purchase your products directly via Instagram, so this can be a very e�ective ad

platform for eCommerce providers.

In Asia per country, as a rough estimate you will need a minimum ad budget of around at least $750

USD depending on the target audience you are looking to serve ads to.

Instagram Ads for B2C

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/social-media/instagram-ads-creation-management


TikTok is a rapidly growing platform in Asia and has high market penetration in countries such as

Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia and Singapore. TikTok is not available in some countries in Asia

though such as Hong Kong.

Currently, TikTok’s advertising reach in Southeast Asia is around 227 million users, many of which are

aged between 18 and 30. So if you are looking to target customers in this age range TikTok is a very

suitable platform to use particularly if you are promoting products and services in industry like Beauty,

Clothing, Fintech, Gaming and Travel.

TikTok has started to provide in-app live streaming which is very powerful for retailers who wish to

promote their products. In Asia live streaming is available in Indonesia at the time of writing but is

expected to expand to be available in other countries in Asia soon.

On TikTok you can create a Business Account that is a public facing pro�le where you can add key

information about your business. You can also build an eCommerce experience within your TikTok

business account where you can sync your product catalogue similar to how you can do this on

Facebook and Instagram.

In terms of terms of Ad types available on TikTok, In-feed Ads are the main ad-types that are most

suitable to businesses with smaller budgets and there are also other ad types like Top View, Hashtag

Challenges and Branded E�ect Ads that are aimed at companies who want to generate more brand

awareness but these are often more expensive ad types.

TikTok Ads for B2C



TikTok Ads provide target audience options for di�erent demographics similar to Facebook and

Instagram and also have similar ad objective categories that ad types are within being, Engagement,

Consideration and Action. These di�erent ad categories enable you to include di�erent call to action

layouts in your ad creatives, some of which are very interactive which is a key mantra of TikTok’s.

To run a basic In-Feed campaign on TikTok you will need approximately 2,000 USD per month in ad

budget to run an e�ective campaign.

A key consideration if you are thinking about running TikTok ad campaigns is that you need to think

about how you are going to produce short video creatives for your ads. Whilst TikTok o�ers images to be

used as ad creatives, videos ads have far more engagement due to the nature of the platform

predominantly being video driven.  

LinkedIn Ads for B2C

Whilst LinkedIn is often used more for , which we will cover in the B2B LinkedIn

Ads section, there are some scenarios where LinkedIn can be e�ective to target B2C customers.

B2B marketing strategies

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/b2b-marketing-services


If you are targeting the Singapore, Hong Kong or Malaysian market then LinkedIn is widely used in these

countries and so would be the main countries to use this platform in your growth strategy. Other

countries such as Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia and Taiwan may not be suitable for using Linkedin ads

as part of a B2C marketing strategy.

The following are often scenarios where LinkedIn Ads can be used to grown your B2C focused business

online:

Promoting physical and online events for people to attend, using the events ad type.

Targeting speci�c individuals in certain demographics such as as a�uent or high net worth

individuals (this can be done by custom segments provided by LinkedIn in the back-end)

To promote content that will help boost your company brand awareness to your potential B2C

customers

In terms of ad budget allocation,   can be more expensive than other platforms that are

more B2C focused such as Google Ads and Facebook Ads, and to make an impact as a startup or a

small business you will need at least 750 to 2,000 USD per month, depending on how many countries

you are targeting, how many ad types and campaigns you are running per months and also the size of

your target audience you want to show ads to.

LinkedIn Ads

People at LinkedIn Ads actually recommend a minimum budget of around 3,500 USD per month and

also suggest running some branding campaigns to help improve the chance of success for conversion

and revenue focused campaigns.

We understand that not all businesses want to invest this much ad spend in a channel like LinkedIn (or

any advertising channel) and we believe you can still get results on LinkedIn with ad budgets of around

750 to 2,000 USD per month, depending on what industry your business operates in.  

Quora Ads for B2C

Quora is a platform that many people would not consider serving ads on however providing your

business is suitable to the audiences on Quora you can drive tra�c to your site and gain enquiries using

Quora Ads that provide a very low cost per click and cost per lead. You can run Quora Ad campaigns

for as little as $250 USD per month and if you start to obtain leads from your ads you can look to scale

up your budget to acquire more tra�c and leads.

https://www.taksudigital.com/services/b2b-marketing-services/linkedin-marketing


For businesses that have more specialist products, where people often want to �nd out more about and

ask questions related to the product or service your business o�ers, Quora can be a very pro�table

platform to run ads on. Some industries that could bene�t from ads on Quora or ones like �nancial

services and pharmaceuticals.

If you decide to try out Quora Ads then you should check whether Quora is used enough within the

country or countries you are targeting. Quora tends to have more user base and tra�c in more English

speaking countries or countries where there are a lot of Expats.

An important thing to do when running Quora Ads is to make sure you scrutinise the tra�c and lead

quality in great detail. This can be done by integrating your leads in a CRM system such as HubSpot or

Salesforce. If Quora Ads won’t natively integrate into a CRM system you may be able to �nd a third-party

connector such as Zapier to ensure lead data can automatically follow into your CRM system from your

Quora Ad campaigns. This will ensure you can determine whether the leads you are obtaining are worth

the low cost per click and cost per lead.

B2B Paid Marketing Channel Options

It’s worth noting that many of the points highlighted in the last B2C section of this chapter is often still

relevant to a B2B paid marketing approach. In this section we aim to highlight some speci�c elements

that are speci�c to a B2B audience.

LinkedIn Ads for B2B

LinkedIn is certainly one of the main “go-to” platforms for B2B focused advertising because it allows you

to engage and target people within speci�c businesses in speci�c buyer roles.



If you run LInkedIn campaigns pointing tra�c to your website who then convert via your website it’s

important to set up relevant LinkedIn tracking insights pixels prior to starting your campaigns and if

possible integrate a CRM system to use and track lead details from you ad campaigns. Analysing lead

quality is very important in B2B campaigns so this stage is very important to implement and integrate

correctly.

Understanding LinkedIn Reach Per Country

It’s important to research and understand how prominent LinkedIn is within the countries you are looking

to target in Asia. There is a larger percentage of the populations in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and

the Philippines in particular that use LinkedIn regularly, whereas the level of reach versus the total

country population in places like Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand and Taiwan is quite low.

LinkedIn Ads Targeting

LinkedIn Ads is one of the most e�ective ad platforms to enable you to target a high probability decision

maker audience pro�le within a business which makes it a primary B2B promotion  channel.

You can also target speci�c companies by uploading speci�c target company lists as part of your

tailored target audience for each ad campaign as well as targeting speci�c pro�les in companies by

size, location and industry.

LinkedIn Ad Types

LinkedIn also provides a useful channel option for new companies who have not built their website yet

as you can use InMail Ads with lead generation forms for target pro�les to enquire via and you can also

include lead gen forms on sponsored news feed display ads as well. This means you don’t have to rely

on pushing target pro�les through a speci�c website based funnel.



Brand Engagement Often Required First to Boost Conversion Rate

Most businesses who decide to use LinkedIn Ads want to drive new conversions for their products and

services however businesses often don’t realise that if you are a smaller business with a lesser known

brand then you should also consider running more brand focused ads on LinkedIn so that target

pro�les can be exposed to your brand �rst, which can then provide a higher percentage chance of

them converting.

Running brand ads that include videos can be very engaging and help provide exposure. For those who

interact with your LinkedIn company pageant your website via LinkedIn can also be retargeted via

speci�c campaigns as well.

Ad Budgets for B2B LinkedIn Ads

A suitable monthly budget for LinkedIn Ads depends on factors such as the geographic size or your

target audience, the industry being targeted, the amount of ads you want to run and the type of ads you

want to run.

If you want to have a high focus on generating leads then InMail ads are often the most e�ective and

depending on your target audience size you can run InMail Ads campaign for around $1,000 USD per

month. You may also need to consider running branding and/or engagement ads as well (to help your

conversion focused ads) in the form of sponsored feed ads, which will cost a minimum of $750 USD per

month depending on your target audience size.



If you are running display or video ad campaigns then you can con�gure more audience targeting

features on your campaigns to ensure it targets predominantly a B2B audience.

Google Ads for B2B

Targeting B2B Focused Search Queries

Running Google Ads campaigns for a B2B focused business model can be quite challenging, as there is

often signi�cant overlap for certain search queries that can be used in both B2B and B2C related user

searches. This means you can often be bidding for terms that have much less chance to convert

because a searcher is actually a potential B2C customer and not a B2B customer.

A de�nitive target keyword strategy is essential to a successful B2B paid search campaign and ensuring

you target speci�c search keywords that use B2B query modi�ers is the best way to ensure you have a

highly relevant keyword set. Ensuring you include and prioritise terms that are often associated with B2B

focused searches is important.

The following words may be terms that could be included in search queries that indicate that a search

is more B2B focused:

Supplier

Wholesaler

Provider

Company

Business

Manufacturer

Producer

Distributer

B2B Audience Targeting for Remarketing

Whilst it’s not possible to target speci�c audiences for most viewers of your search ads, you can

retarget users who have visited your site and then are searching for related keywords that you show

search ads for. This can help you to show targeted ads to those who are more likely to be relevant to

your B2B business model.



Google Ads Budget Requirements for B2B Campaigns

Depending on how many countries you are running ads in, B2B focused campaigns can often require

less ad spend on a monthly basis due to campaigns targeting more niche search queries that are often

less competitive to bid on. It may be possible to run a small set of ad groups within a campaign in one

country for around $750 USD but this would depend on the amount of products a business is serving

ads for.

Facebook & Instagram Ads for B2B

Running campaigns on Facebook and Instagram for B2B focused marketing are not likely to be priority

channels for most businesses but they still may help play a part in building brand awareness and

being part of the purchase funnel for a business.

Whilst the audiences for Facebook and Instagram may not be in “work mode” when on the platforms

and therefore may not take an immediate conversion action, the channels may act as a touchpoint from

a brand awareness and engagement perspective and then a conversion may occur at a later

touchpoint in the marketing funnel.

Countries in Asia where B2B Campaigns could work on Instagram &

Facebook

Certain countries in the Asia region may provide better opportunities for more successful B2B

campaigns on Facebook and Instagram. For example, Indonesia may see good performance on

Instagram for B2B, as Instagram is very much the lead platform when it comes to businesses promoting

their information. Often in Indonesia, businesses have more accurate and up to date information on

Instagram than on their website due to the level of cultural engagement and routine using Instagram in

Indonesia.



Quora Ads for B2B

Due to the specialist niche subject matter that Quora covers in the listed questions on the site and also

in people’s personal news feeds it can be worth considering as a B2B advertising channel and may

provide a low cost per lead channel for your business.

If your business is in an industry such as Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals, Technology, Manufacturing or

another more niche specialist industry then it may be worth testing Quora Business Ads to see if you

can drive relevant leads through di�erent campaigns.



Baidu Ads

Baidu is the most popular search engine in China, so if you wish to serve search focused ads then Baidu

should be the priority platform to do this.

Baidu o�ers both Search and Display Ads, with the majority of display ads being served via their Baidu

App and Baidu news sections.

Below we have listed a short summary of the most popular platforms that o�er advertising, as we will

be writing a more in depth guide in the future speci�cally related to China Digital Marketing.

A separate advertising account has to be set up in addition to your standard social media account on

each platform

Providing business documentation to each advertising company that owns each of the social media

platforms. Documents such as your business registration license and ID of the main account holder

will be required

Commit to providing a minimum deposit to open an advertising account with each company that

serves as a initial ad budget on the platforms that can be used over a number of months of

advertising

For most platforms you will typically encounter the following requirements to run advertising on each

platform:

If you are looking to grow your business by entering the China market as part of your Asia digital

marketing strategy then you will need to understand that there is a higher barrier to entry when it comes

to running paid marketing campaigns on speci�c Chinese marketing platforms that o�er advertising.

China Paid Marketing Options



 is said to be more advanced than Google Ads when it comes to audience targeting

campaigns you can run as audience targeting is available in Baidu Search campaigns and not just

Display campaigns .

Baidu Search

  can be considered for both B2C and B2B marketing campaigns with a minimum

recommended budget of around 1,500 USD per month needed depending on how competitive the

industry you want to target is and how many regions in China you wish to target.

Baidu Ads

https://www.taksudigital.com/china-marketing/baidu-marketing


You will need a minimum of around 1,000 USD to advertise e�ectively on   depending on

the audience size you wish to target linked to demographics and .

WeChat Ads

An important part of a WeChat Ads strategy is to plan the desired user journey of those clicking through

your ads, as you can decide whether to point them to your WeChat account to interact with the content

on you O�cial Brand WeChat account (if you have one) or send people to a China optimised website

that your business has.

As the most popular super-app in China, WeChat is used by pretty much everyone it feels and so you

can target both B2C and B2B audiences.

WeChat is owned by Tencent who you can set up a Tencent Advertising account with and this will give

you the ability to also serve display ads on related platforms such as Tencent News and Tencent Video.

WeChat Ads

https://www.taksudigital.com/china-marketing/wechat-marketing


Toutiao is a News App platform provided by Bytedance and can be a consideration if you want to target

professional, intellectual focused audiences. You need a minimum ad budget commitment of around

800USD to set up a Bytedance Ad account

Toutiao Ads

Weibo (for those who don’t know) is a cross between Twitter and Facebook and is more suitable for

larger companies with large, well-known brands.

If your key goal is to increase the brand awareness of your company or product then Weibo could be

considered but you do need to consider that you need to pay a 1,000 USD annual account fee to Weibo

if you wish to run an o�cial brand account. A minimum ad budget top-up fee commitment also applies

when setting up a Sina-Weibo account. So most of the time if you are a small business or startup looking

to do marketing in China, Weibo may not be a priority as a marketing promotion channel.

Weibo Ads



Douyin is what Tik Tok is called in China. To advertise on Douyin, you can set up a Bytedance Ad

account with a minimum ad budget commitment of around 800USD. When setting up a Bytedance

advertising account you can run ads across all Bytedance’s platforms such as Toutiao as well. If you are

looking to target your products and services to a younger audience then Douyin maybe a suitable

platform to run video and image display ads.

XioahongShu Ads

Douyin Ads



Managing Sales and Enquiries in Chinese

If you are planning to run ad campaigns in China, it’s worth making sure you have a plan to service the

tra�c and leads you may gain from your campaigns, as you will need to ensure you have customer

service resource that speaks Mandarin and writes in Simpli�ed Chinese. This element can sometimes be

overlooked by businesses who want to enter the China market, so make sure you plan for this element

If you are unsure about what you have heard regarding digital marketing in China, then you may want to

check out our China Marketing Misconceptions eBook

You can �nd more information in the type of China marketing platforms that may be suitable for your

business to target customers in China via https://www.taksudigital.com/china-marketing

Advertising regulations for speci�c industries and countries

One of the key steps you should take when planning your advertising strategy in Asia is to make sure

you check the advertising rules and guidelines for each platform (plus speci�c countries and regions) in

relation to the products and industries they allow to be advertised on each platform.

XioahongShu is essentially a cross between Instagram and a fashion & beauty orientated social

commerce app.

There is no point starting a plan to advertise on certain platforms by requesting strategy proposal from

external companies or planning advertising budgets and ad creatives within your marketing team, only

to realise later that the platforms themselves prohibit you from promoting your products and services.

If you are a retailer focusing on promoting fashion and beauty products then this platform allows you to

serve ads to a very relevant community and demographic. To convert your ads at the best possible rate,

it is also bene�cial to set up a business account pro�le on XioahongShu and sell directly on this app

platform.

Some useful guidelines links to refer to are:

To get started on XioahongShu, you need to commit to a minimum ad budget of around $800 USD in

order to set up an Ad account. However you will require a larger budget to set up your account and

eCommerce infrastructure on the platform to actively sell products through the platform.

Google Ads Policies

Facebook & Instagram Ads Policy

LinkedIn Ads Ads Policy

WeChat Advertising Guidelines

https://www.taksudigital.com/blog/china-marketing-tips-western-misconceptions-ebook
https://www.taksudigital.com/china-marketing
https://support.google.com/adspolicy/answer/6008942?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/ads-policy
https://ad.weixin.qq.com/guide/73


Summary for Advertising Strategy in Asia

Knowing what the best advertising platforms to use is not easy if you are just starting out to promote

your business using online advertising. It can take some time to develop a formula that delivers results

and ROI you are happy with.

We recommend using a  in order to determine the best marketing advertising platforms,

where you test di�erent platforms and closely measure the performance that is achieved and over time

narrow down the channels you use to achieve the growth you are striving for.

traction model

Having the correct analytics measurement tools in place in also important and taking the time to

analyse data.

We recommend analytics and reporting strategies like:

Ensuring your Google analytics is con�gured correctly and having all the required conversion

tracking goals and eCommerce tracking (if required) installed within the property or properties

Using the insights and reporting tools included in the advertising platforms such as the Facebook

Insights reporting tools and the LinkedIn Ads performance charts and tables.

Using dashboard reporting tools such as  and   to help summarise your

data clearly

Google Data Studio Databox

Ensure you research the platforms you are considering advertising on closely, particularly from a

demographic perspective, to see if it is a good �t for your business model and the countries you are

looking to market your products and services to. In Asia it’s likely that one platform may not work as well

in one country as it does in another country in the region.

Also, make sure you are aware of the user amounts and splits between Android and iOS mobile devices

for the countries you plan to advertise online.

https://oiipdf.com/traction-get-a-grip-on-your-business
https://datastudio.google.com/
https://databox.com/


How to implement

an SEO strategy for growth in Asia

In this chapter of our Asia digital strategy guide for Startups and Small Businesses, we focus on how you

can generate new tra�c and revenue from organic search tra�c to enable your business to rely less on

paid marketing strategies in the longer term.

What Search Engines should you do SEO for in Asia?

For the majority of SEO strategies in Asia, the main objective will be to improve visibility in Google,

unless you are looking to increase organic search visibility in China, South Korea and Japan.

In China your SEO strategy will mainly need to focus for optimising your website on Baidu, in South

Korea you will need to consider how to optimise your website for both Google and Naver and in Japan

you will need to optimise your website for Yahoo and Google

For the majority of this chapter we will focus mainly on the core strategy elements that need to be

considered to optimise your website on Google

Creating an extensive SEO Keyword Strategy

Identifying the most relevant keywords that are searched for in your target countries is one of the most

important tasks to do at the beginning of any keyword strategy. If you are looking to target multiple

countries in Asia then you should look to identify monthly search volume per country and per language.

Keyword research should be done following languages if you intend to target the following

countries/SARs:

China: Simpli�ed Chinese & English

Taiwan: Traditional Chinese

Hong Kong: Traditional Chinese & English

Thailand: Thai & English

Vietnam: Vietnamese

Malaysia: English & Malay

Singapore: English & Simpli�ed Chinese

Indonesia: Indonesian & English

The Philippines: English

To identify the main keyword groups to target by monthly search volume and to also identify any

seasonal �uctuations in search volume we recommend using , as this provides the most

comprehensive data by language and by country, whilst also providing data for the last 12 months to

analyse an seasonal �uctuations for the keyword groups you are researching.  

keywordtool.io
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Technical SEO elements for good SEO visibility in Asia

If your business is targeting one or more countries in Asia then it’s likely that it may need to target more

than one language. Conducting a thorough keyword strategy in the potential target languages will help

you decide whether you need to have a website with multiple languages targeting the countries and

regions you plan to market to.

If your website is in multiple languages and targeting multiple territories then you need to think about

the following key elements for good SEO performance:

Are you making sure your content is written in all languages uniquely? Rather than translating from

one of the languages, such as English.

Do you have separate URLs for separate languages and country speci�c targeted content?

Are you using telling search engines which websites or sections of your website are to target speci�c

countries in for people searching in speci�c languages

These are 3 crucial requirements for the technical SEO setup of your website if you are going to acquire

organic search tra�c in multiple languages and multiple countries.

To ensure you achieve these 3 crucial requirements you need to:

1. Have native writers producing your target keyword optimised in different languages from the start

2. Have a technical setup on a .com domain or on separate country speci�c top level domains that allow you to

serve different URL sections for different languages content and for different countries

3. Ensure you use Href Lang code con�guration across your website to tell search engines which URL page

version is relevant to each target country and language



SEO Strategy Considerations for China

The main on-page SEO content best practices for Baidu are very similar to Google. The key di�erences

for an SEO strategy for China is related to speci�c technical SEO elements that are unique to speci�c

search engines in China. For example, for   there are certain elements you should look to

con�gure via Baidu Webmaster Tools and certain speci�c code you should include in your website to

help Baidu crawl and index pages more e�ectively.

Baidu SEO

https://www.taksudigital.com/china-marketing/baidu-marketing


If you haven’t already we’d recommend reading Chapter 2 of this guide that list some key things to

consider when setting up a website to target China

You can �nd out more about what to consider as part for a speci�c marketing strategy for China by

downloading our China Marketing Guide

Creating Content that is Useful for Searchers in your industry

If you are implementing an SEO strategy for your website in Asia for the �rst time then you may �nd the

amount of organic search tra�c you are driving to your website is quite low and many competitor

websites may have higher rankings if they have been around for longer.

So, in order to start gaining more tra�c from organic search, one of the best areas of SEO strategy to

focus on is to create informative content that helps to provide certain information and address speci�c

questions that potential customers in your industry may ask.

Insights from keyword research software can be gained to understand what questions are being

searched for that are relevant to the products and services you o�er. So once you know what these

questions are you can create content such as guides, articles and FAQs sections on your website and

then your content can start ranking for these questions and related themes.

https://www.taksudigital.com/blog/china-marketing-tips-western-misconceptions-ebook


Like the content for product and service related parts of your website you need to make sure guide and

article based content contains various keywords and is written by a native of the language. The content

is being produced in and should look to usurp any other similar content competitors may have in terms

of insight and quality.

Having an “always on” content strategy with writers for your business producing regular high quality

content should be a priority for your business if you wish to keep gaining increased amounts of tra�c

and customers from organic search.

SEO Performance and Contribution Expectations for Your

Business

No matter where in the world you are targeting your marketing e�orts, gaining growth from increased

organic search (SEO) tra�c is something that will take time to achieve and it’s likely that you will not see

signi�cant growth in this channel for at least 6 months after starting to implement any SEO strategy.



Part of the growth in organic search tra�c is likely to come from brand focused search queries, so this

means your total organic tra�c growth may depend on how much other brand focused marketing you

are running at any given time in terms of how quickly growth in organic search tra�c can happen

because more brand focused marketing will increase the overall search volume for your brand and

therefore the amount of impressions that your website appears on the search result listings for.

You must also think about the role of organic search in relation to your overall marketing funnel, as

people using a search engine, going through the search query process and clicking on organic search

results to di�erent websites are often more likely to be in a “research” phase, meaning they are more

likely to enter the top of a sales funnel initially rather than be at stage where they are ready to make a

purchase decision.

With this in mind it means you need to make sure you are recognising the full value that organic search

is contributing at an earlier stage of a customer lifecycle in terms of conversions. This means you need

to be aware of and measuring assisted conversions that come from organic search tra�c in particular,

as a common scenario may be that users in a research phase using a non-brand search query �nd a

particular page or article on your website but do not convert on the �rst visit and they return a second

time or maybe more times through other channels such as direct tra�c (such as a bookmark) or

perhaps another organic search via a brand search query.

How long does it take for SEO to be a success?

When implementing an SEO strategy to grow organic tra�c to your business in Asia, typically you can

expect to start seeing more signi�cant growth within 4 to 8 months however it depends on a number of

factors such as:

The level of SEO work implemented on your website to date

How easy it is to make optimisation enhancements on your website

The size of your website

How competitive your industry in terms of how many websites conducting SEO strategies on their

websites and the quality of those strategies

How competitive is it in your target countries in the organic search results for the industry keyword

groups that you are targeting to gain improved visibility for

How big and well known your brand is



Optimise for Conversion Rate, Not Just

to Gain More Visitors

Ensuring you have allocated some focus and resource on optimising your website for conversion rate

can help you increase conversions across all non-paid and paid channels.

Prioritising a conversion optimisation strategy can often require a smaller cost investment compared to

investing more money into each target marketing channel to grow website or app visitors and therefore

provide a better return on investment. This strategy is often one of the most overlooked and often should

be priortised before allocating more resources and ad budgets to marketing campaigns.

In the section we recommend some approaches you can take to conversion optimisation that are

budget friendly and suitable for startups and small businesses.

Conversion con�guration in your web analytics

As we referred to in Chapter 3, it’s important to have the correct conversion tracking in place to ensure

you are able to track your conversion rate correctly. This includes having the right tracking and metrics

reporting in your web analytics package.

For example, those who have Google Analytics on their website as the main data collection and

performance reporting tool (as the majority of websites do), it’s important to have the correct conversion

tracking for speci�c goals such as enquiry form submissions, and also the correct eCommerce tracking

in place if you need to measure sales and revenue.

Using Software Behaviour Analysis

A key part of any conversion optimisation strategy should be to analyse existing website user data

where possible.

The two low-cost software tools we recommend to help analyse user behaviour in detail are:

Chapter 6



HotJar

HotJar is a tool that is very easy to install and con�gure on your website that allows you to watch videos

of people using your website and also create heatmaps of speci�c pages in your website to analyse

interaction across a sample of users. Using each of these features will allow you to identify areas where

users maybe having di�culty using the website in the most e�cient way and help you come up with

new potential user interface features to help improve user experience.

 has a freemium pricing model which is based on the user sample size you want to collect

on a monthly basis. So you can use the free version to test it out or run at a base level on a monthly

basis and then when you are in a more intensive user analysis period, you can upgrade to a paid

version on a monthly basis to increase the sample size and then downgrade easily once the user

analysis period is over.

HotJar.com

A key factor to think about if your business and website is focusing is Asia predominantly then you

should consider prioritising your analysis focus on recording and heatmaps from mobile views, as often

a larger majority of your tra�c in Asia will be on a mobile device.

https://hotjar.com/


Google Analytics User Flow Funnels

The Behaviour Flow reports in Google Analytics help to identify the most popular page path user

journeys in the website which can help you to decide which pages to focus on optimising more as a

priority from a conversion perspective and also from di�erent marketing channel perspectives.

It may also help you to decide what pages to keep and which pages to remove when going through a

website design process.

You may also want to take a mobile �rst approach if you are focusing on users in Asia so consider

�ltering the behaviour �ow report data to just mobile tra�c by adding the Mobile tra�c segment.



Google provides a series of video tutorials showing you how to use Google Optimize and create tests

.here

Google Consumer Surveys

A useful way to collect more qualitative data from customers about your website and your business is

to use .Google Surveys

This software provides the ability to o�er users to complete a survey that enables you to collect more

information about their experience as a customer and also a user of your website or app.

Google Optimize can also help you de�ne a web page interface strategy to target users more

e�ectively in multiple countries. So for example if you are targeting users across the APAC region you

could consider creating di�erent page versions aimed at di�erent countries and languages and

comparing them.

Google Optimize is a free software platform provided by Google that allows you to statistically run tests

on the behaviour and conversion performance of di�erent web page variations. You can run A/B tests

(comparing one page version against another), Multivariate tests (that present multiple variants of the

same pages with small variations) and Personalisation tests designed to show speci�c content on

di�erent versions of a page for di�erent audience types.

Google Optimize

https://support.google.com/optimize/answer/9340015?hl=en&ref_topic=6315913
https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/surveys/


Google Surveys can natively integrate with other Google Marketing Platform solutions, allowing you to

use data from one product while working in another.

You can connect audience lists from advertising campaigns you run on Google Ads across di�erent

platforms where these campaigns can then present users with a survey to take. For example a users

who purchases a product on your website via a Google Shopping Ad can then be presented with a

survey link to click on and take after they complete this process.

You can also integrate Google Surveys directly into your website by following the instructions via

https://surveys.google.com/google-opinion-rewards/publishers/how-it-works/

Prioritising Conversion Optimisation First

We highly recommend having a conversion optimisation centric approach to your digital marketing

strategy and not to just think about acquiring as many users as possible.

Whilst driving tra�c should not be the only focus, you may need to consider how you are going to gain

a large enough sample of users and tra�c in order to be able to analyse a large enough data sample

to make the right data-driven decisions to optimise your website for conversion, so if you plan to run

new paid marketing campaigns, a conversion optimisation analysis project should always be

considered in tandem.

And �nally…..

We hope you have found this six part guide useful and that it has given you ideas on how to structure

your digital marketing strategy as a business in Asia. If you have any further questions on any of the

subjects covered in this guide, then feel free to reach out to us  and we will be

happy to answer your questions and have a further discussion with you as needed.

contact@taksudigital.com

https://surveys.google.com/google-opinion-rewards/publishers/how-it-works/
mailto:contact@taksudigital.com

